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(Eugene Paul Wigner, Maria Goeppert‐Mayer, and J. Hans D. Jensen).  The basis of the nuclear shell model is similar to the atomic orbital model for electrons in that the nucleons are placed in energy levels with a unique set of quantum numbers.  This model is illustrated in Figure 1.1.  The Pauli Exclusion Principle must be satisfied by the arrangement of neutrons and protons.  The shape of the nucleus is assumed to be spherical and this model predicts the existence of magic numbers of nucleons (2,8, 20, 28,50, 82, or 126 neutrons or protons) that are more tightly bound than the next higher or lower number of nucleons.  A nuclear potential function accounts for the short range nuclear forces.  Generally, this potential is something between the square well and the harmonic oscillator with an additional spin orbit coupling term.  Frequently, a Woods‐Saxon potential, which is a deviation from the harmonic oscillator potential is used.  The spherical Woods‐Saxon potential is written as:             Equation 1.1   where r is the distance of the nucleons with respect to the center of the nucleus.  R is the radius of the nucleus which is approximately equal to 1.1A1/3 fm and surface thickness a is approximately equal to 0.5 fm and depth V0 is approximately equal to 50 MeV. 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The collective excitations are well‐described by a quantum‐mechanical rigid rotor model.  For example, if we begin with a value of classical rotational kinetic energy:                    Equation 2.1  where I is the moment of inertia of the rotating object, and ω is the angular frequency, then we can write the angular momentum as                        Equation 2.2    By substitution, we develop the following expression                      Equation 2.3       and we move to quantum mechanics and use this expression as our Hamiltonian operator.  The quantum mechanical angular momentum operator is defined as: 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Index  DCO Ratio  Uncertainty  Gamma 1 Energy  Gamma 2 Energy 
      (keV)  (keV) 
188  1.29  0.04  583  188 
573  1.09  0.05  804  583 
578  1.17  0.06  995  583 
583  1.19  0.10  1166  583 
588  1.40  0.22  1316  583 
804  0.89  0.01  1166  804 
995  0.97  0.01  1166  995 
1166  1.08  0.03  1316  1166 
503  1.17  0.07  574  503 
570  1.10  0.06  735  574 
578  1.15  0.06  884  574 
735  1.15  0.08  884  735 
850  0.97  0.10  953  850 
719  1.10  0.10  953  719 
916  1.11  0.14  953  916 
948  1.08  0.15  1072  953 
958  0.86  0.16  1216  953 
452  0.96  0.14  719  462 
458  1.19  0.22  850  462 
462  1.31  0.31  953  462 
466  0.96  0.34  1071  462 
470  0.98  0.35  1216  462 
















100  1.89  0.39  583  108 
116  1.16  0.19  188  108 
170  1.45  0.10  574  178 
186  1.46  0.14  735  178 
295  1.61  0.35  462  303 
654  1.38  0.13  574  654 
151  1.49  0.42  574  151 
311  1.49  0.66  953  303 
 
Average:  1.49  0.30 






































298  C  1.61  0.35  462  2  303  (1) 
308  C  1.49  0.66  953  2  303  (1) 
                       
1204  D  1.19  0.31  1209  ?  583  2 
1214  D  1.06  0.04  1209  ?  188  2 
1571  D  1.30  0.27  1576  ?  583  2 
1581  D  1.63  0.34  1576  ?  188  2 
1618  D  1.66  0.32  1618  2  1166  ? 
                       
1368  F  0.59  0.20  1368  ?  583  2 
1107  F  0.53  0.14  1107  ?  976  2 
976  F  1.30  0.33  976  ?  583  2 
1050  F  0.72  0.34  976  ?  1050  ? 
971  F  1.24  0.24  976  ?  188  2 
981  F  1.07  0.02  976  ?  525  ? 
                       
841  E  0.94  0.23  846  ?  583  2 
846  E  1.08  0.31  846  ?  188  2 
904  E  0.84  0.41  819  ?  904  ? 
960  E  1.33  0.25  960  ?  904  ? 
819  E  1.00  0.49  819  ?  525  ? 
1665  E  0.67  0.54  960  ?  1665  ? 
                       
   E  1.43  0.22  820  ?  583  2 
   E  1.52  0.25  820  ?  188  2 
   E  1.27  0.39  820  ?  525  ? 
   E  1.06  0.22  1112  ?  583  2 
   E  1.47  0.24  1112  ?  188  2 
   E, F  1.86  0.26  525  ?  188  2 
   E, F  1.46  0.70  976  ?  525  ? 
   ?  1.35  0.16  592  ?  188  2 
   F, E?  1.77  0.12  901, 904?  ?  188  2 
   E, F  1.44  0.23  901, 904  ?  525  ? 
   ?  1.80  0.31  712  ?  144  ? 







































































Chapter 6: Data Interpretation of the Rotational Bands  Classically, the moment of inertia of a body indicates its ability to resist changes to its angular momentum around an axis of rotation.  Imagine a person sitting on a spinning stool in the physics lab holding a set of small weights.  If their hands are outstretched, then the mass from the weights is distributed further from the axis of rotation than if they hold the masses close to their body.  It is more difficult to rotationally accelerate the person with the outstretched hands, so this person’s moment of inertia will be higher.  In Chapter 2, we showed that nuclei can often exhibit the properties of a quantum mechanical rigid rotor.  The nucleus can be characterized by a moment of inertia, and the set of excited states in a rotational band represents the rotation of the nucleus about some axis at increasingly larger angular speeds or momentum.  If we collect data for the excitation energies of these states as a function of their angular momentum, we can extract a value for the moment of inertia of a particular rotational band using equation 2.5 for a quantum mechanical rotor.  It is common to model the nucleus of an atom as a sphere with a moment of inertia of:             Equation 6.1                  Let’s begin with this assumption and then extend this to allow for simple deformed (non‐spherical) shapes.  We need a way to approximate the average radius of a particular nucleus.  Then we can look for deviations from this spherical shape.  It is important to note that the nucleus of an atom does not have a precisely defined radius.  A similar issue also arises with measurement of an atomic radius, as the radius is often measured with the atom in a compound and notable variation occurs for the measurement of an atomic radius when it occurs in different atoms.  As stated in Krane (Introductory Nuclear Physics, Chapter 5), the density of atomic nuclei is relatively constant over short distances from the center of the nucleus and 
  67 
then drops rapidly to zero.  The approach to quantifying the nuclear radius is to divide it into two parts, the “mean radius”, where the density is half of its central maximum and the “skin thickness” over which the density drops from near its maximum to near its minimum.  Krane also states that nuclear particles seem to be evenly distributed throughout the nucleus, maintaining a relatively constant density.  We will define a nuclear density (k) as being the number of nuclear particles per spherical volume.              Equation 6.2                  Since this nuclear density is constant, the number of nuclear particles A (neutrons + protons) is proportional to the radius R cubed.  This can also be expressed as:              Equation 6.3     where Ro is taken to be a constant often given as 1.2 fm.  The value of Ro is determined by considering measured values for the nuclear radius over a wide range of masses (As), and values in the range of 1.1‐1.5 fm are reasonable.  Normally a nucleus is modeled as a sphere with a volume of:                Equation 6.4  and a moment of inertia that of a solid sphere is:  .       Equation 6.5   
  68 





















































































































A Band    







8460 18.5 360.75 8460 
6806 16.5 288.75 6806 
5338 14.5 224.75 5338 
4022 12.5 168.75 4022 
2856 10.5 120.75 2856 
1861 8.5 80.75 1861 
1057 6.5 48.75 1057  
I actual of A Band =  23.695 
   
Ideformed = (2/5MR^2)*(1+.31Beta) 
   

























B Band    







11299 21.5 483.75 11299 
9517 19.5 399.75 9517 
7877 17.5 323.75 7877 
6404 15.5 255.75 6404 
5091 13.5 195.75 5091 
3909 11.5 143.75 3909 
2874 9.5 99.75 2874 
1990 7.5 63.75 1990   
I actual of B Band =  22.082 
   
Ideformed = (2/5MR^2)*(1+.31Beta) 
   






















C Band    







10161 20.5 440.75 10161 
8565 18.5 360.75 8565 
7100 16.5 288.75 7100 
5752 14.5 224.75 5752 
4536 12.5 168.75 4536 
3465 10.5 120.75 3465 
2512 8.5 80.75 2512 
1662 6.5 48.75 1662    
I actual of C Band =  21.543 
   
Ideformed = (2/5MR^2)*(1+.31Beta) 
   























D Band (uses hypothesized angular momentum states) 







12677 22.5 528.75 12677 
10799 20.5 440.75 10799 
9011 18.5 360.75 9011 
7251 16.5 288.75 7251 
5640 14.5 224.75 5640 
4065 12.5 168.75 4065   
I actual of D Band =  23.836 
   
Ideformed = (2/5MR^2)*(1+.31Beta) 
   





























9280 18.5 360.75 9280 
7539 16.5 288.75 7539 
6044 14.5 224.75 6044 
4794 12.5 168.75 4794 
3682 10.5 120.75 3682 
2722 8.5 80.75 2722   
I actual of E Band =  23.282 
   
Ideformed = (2/5MR^2)*(1+.31Beta) 
   



























7147 15.5 255.75 7147 
5772 13.5 195.75 5772 
4508 11.5 143.75 4508 
3401 9.5 99.75 3401  
I actual of F Band =  24.008 
   
Ideformed = (2/5MR^2)*(1+.31Beta) 
   

































2θ −1( ) .  Note that there is no axial dependence in this equation (no dependence on φ).    If we then square the radial term and truncate to the first‐order term: 
€ 
R2 = Ravg2[1+ βY20(θ,φ)]2 = Ravg2 1+2βY20 + β 2Y 220( )  we will arrive at: 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R2 ≈ Ravg2 1+2βY20( ) and it yields: 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2 1+0.31β( )         Equation 6.7   
 
 
